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Publisher’s Letter:
His name is known throughout the world and his face seems omnipresent.
He is Donald Trump, affectionately referred to as “The Donald.” With major
business success in high-end construction, as well as resort and casino ownership,
there is very little in commerce that has not been touched in some way by the
enterprising Mr. Trump. Apprentices adore him and Rosie abhors him, but it is
impossible to ignore him. In this issue, Atlanta Golf speaks with the irrepressible
Donald Trump and his plans for Atlanta.
Being a publisher is not as difficult as being a son. When my father put his
foot on my neck to include an article about Charlie Brown in the magazine—an
article that has only a tangential connection with golf—my instinct was to say
no. But guilt triumphs over publishing, and the presentation of a wonderful story
about an incredible, mostly unknown, episode from World War II is the result.
Charlie Brown is a true hero, who, rather than saving his own life, risked death
to save the crew entrusted to him. Franz Stigler, too, should be remembered
for his chivalrous act of compassion in sparing the Brown crew. We hope that
the United States will look back at these heroes of yesterday, who were denied
recognition for their heroism, and make amends with appropriate bravery
citations without waiting for posthumous awards.
We hope you enjoy this issue of Atlanta Golf. As always, your comments
are welcome.

David Windholz
Founder & Publisher
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